EQUIESSENCES
These essences are known as the ‘Well Essences’ or the
Wisdoms of Water, stored beneath Gaia.
They were channelled by Chiron Channel, the late Jan Thomas.
They are very different from the Essences of the Ancient Civilisations®. They are ancient energies brought through
from the ‘Storehouses’ of the Sisterhoods - the ‘Women's Wells’. Here we gather the Elemental wisdom of the female knowledge, known as ‘Equibalance’ or balance in all things.
The intuitive feelings and inner knowledge that belongs to the feminine side of the Pattern,
belongs to ‘Water’ or ‘Feeling’ and was stored not in runes or words, or bardic treatment,
but in pools known as the 'WELLSPRINGS of the LADIES of GAIA'.
There are four Equiessences. They are used to balance energy problems caused by 'Feeling' damage (i.e. your
own - or another's - feelings have caused damage to the energy pattern).
How to use the Equiessences - Read through the information on each of the Equiessences, and if one or more of
the feelings described apply to your situation, use one drop of the appropriate essence right in the centre of your
"Feeling Centre" (solar plexus area, between the sternum and navel). One drop, used once, is usually enough to
balance out that particular damage. If you feel that more than one of the words applies to you, wait for at least
10 minutes before applying one drop of a different essence into the Feeling Centre.

DOVE ESSENCE

Energy from the Pool of Peace. Aligned with the element AIR and the inner
searching for a peaceful conclusion to feelings of ill-useage. Use to
re-balance feelings of: Yearning,
Frustration,
Isolation,
Feeling
dispossessed, Peace
Example: When dealing with total frustration - use Dove Essence.

THE GARDENER’S
ESSENCE

Energy drawn from the Pool used by the Healing Brothers and Sisters.
It brings peaceful feelings and the healing benefits of Gaia and the Plant
Kingdom. Aligns with the element EARTH. Brings the true peaceful healing of
the Healing Sanctuary. Use to re-balance feelings of Joy, Aloneness, Calmness,
Oneness, Compassion, Wholeness (Healing).
Example: If compassion drains you dry - use the Gardener's Essence.

TRANQUILESSENCE The 'Water of Feeling' from the Mountain Pools which floods the Feeling
Centre with tranquility for that which must be done.
Use to re-balance feelings of: Reverence, Overwhelm, Unloved, Great Love,
Sadness, Awe, Tranquility.
Example: If going to a funeral - use Tranquilessence to balance feelings of
sadness.
FLAMBESSENCE

Comes from the 'Underwater Fire of Feelings' (volcano of feelings). Aids in the
movement towards completion of projects. Helps nullify discordant feelings from
the outside world, and heightens inner feelings of completed action. Use to
re-balance feelings of Anger, Lust, Courage, Hate, Honesty, Fanaticism, Fear.
Example: Had a fight with someone? - use Flambessence to nullify the
discordant feelings.

Essences may be purchased in single 10ml and 25ml. bottles or in the set of 4 essences. Seminars on the benefits and uses of
these and other essences are conducted in major centres in Australia, and overseas by arrangement. For information contact:

Chariclo Pty. Ltd. 1002 Lydiard Street North, Ballarat. Victoria. Australia. 3350.
Ph / Fax: + 61 + 3 + 5333 1484 e-mail: info@chariclo.com Website: www.chariclo.com
DISCLAIMER: This summary is for general information only, and should not be regarded as medical advice. The author makes no
claim to cure any illness or disease, nor diagnose or prescribe medical advice. People who decide to use this information do so entirely
at their own risk. The author encourages seeking the advice of a registered health care professional when in need of advice, diagnosis
and/or treatment for any health issue.
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